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Abstract

challenges from 2000 to 2007 and the Text Analysis Conference2 (TAC) ran four shared tasks
(2008-2011) on news summarization. The last
TAC 2014 summarization task tackled biomedical article summarization with referring sentences
from external citations. Recent efforts in summarization have focused on neural methods (See
et al., 2017; Gehrmann et al., 2018) using benchmark datasets compiled from news articles, such
as the CNN-DailyMail dataset (CNN-DM) (Hermann et al., 2015). However, despite its importance, fewer efforts have tackled text summarization in the biomedical domain for both consumer
and clinical text and its applications in Question
Answering (QA) (Afantenos et al., 2005; Mishra
et al., 2014; Afzal et al., 2020).
While the 2019 BioNLP-MEDIQA3 edition focused on question entailment and textual inference and their applications in medical Question
Answering (Ben Abacha et al., 2019), MEDIQA
20214 addresses the gap in medical text summarization by promoting research on summarization
for consumer health QA and clinical text. Three
shared tasks are proposed for the summarization
of (i) consumer health questions, (ii) multiple answers extracted from reliable medical sources to
create one answer for each question, and (iii) textual clinical findings in radiology reports to generate radiology impression statements.
For the first two tasks, we created new test sets
for the official evaluation using consumer health
questions received by the U.S. National Library of
Medicine (NLM) and answers retrieved from reliable sources using the Consumer Health Question Answering system CHiQA5 . For the third
task, we created a new test set by combining
public radiology reports in the Indiana Univer-

The MEDIQA 2021 shared tasks at the
BioNLP 2021 workshop addressed three tasks
on summarization for medical text: (i) a
question summarization task aimed at exploring new approaches to understanding complex real-world consumer health queries, (ii) a
multi-answer summarization task that targeted
aggregation of multiple relevant answers to a
biomedical question into one concise and relevant answer, and (iii) a radiology report summarization task addressing the development
of clinically relevant impressions from radiology report findings. Thirty-five teams participated in these shared tasks with sixteen working notes submitted (fifteen accepted) describing a wide variety of models developed and
tested on the shared and external datasets. In
this paper, we describe the tasks, the datasets,
the models and techniques developed by various teams, the results of the evaluation, and a
study of correlations among various summarization evaluation measures. We hope that
these shared tasks will bring new research and
insights in biomedical text summarization and
evaluation.

1

Introduction

Text summarization aims to create natural language summaries that represent the most important information in a given text. Extractive summarization approaches tackle the task by selecting
content from the original text without any modification (Nallapati et al., 2017; Xiao and Carenini,
2019; Zhong et al., 2020), while abstractive approaches extend the summaries’ vocabulary to
out-of-text words (Rush et al., 2015; Gehrmann
et al., 2018; Chen and Bansal, 2018).
Several past challenges and shared tasks have
focused on summarization. The Document Understanding Conference1 (DUC) organized seven
1
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sity dataset (Demner-Fushman et al., 2016) and
newly released chest x-ray reports from the Stanford Health Care.
Through these tasks, we focus on studying:

multiple relevant answers to a medical question
(Savery et al., 2020).

• The best approaches according to the
summarization task objective and the
language/vocabulary (consumers’ questions, patient-oriented medical text, and
professional clinical reports);

The task of radiology report summarization aims
to promote the development of clinical summarization models that are able to generate the concise impression section (i.e., summary) of a radiology report conditioned on the free-text findings
and background sections (Zhang et al., 2018). The
resulting systems have significant potential to improve the efficiency of clinical communications
and accelerate the radiology workflow. While
state-of-the-art techniques in language generation
have enabled the generation of fluent summaries,
these models occasionally generate spurious facts
limiting the clinical validity of the generated summaries (Zhang et al., 2020b). It is therefore important to develop systems that are able to summarize
the radiology findings in a consistent manner.

2.3

• The impact of medical data scarcity on the
development and performance of summarization methods in comparison with opendomain summarization;
• The effects of different summary evaluation
measures including lexical metrics such as
ROUGE (Lin, 2004), embedding-based metrics such as BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2019),
and hybrid ensemble-oriented metrics such
as HOLMS (Mrabet and Demner-Fushman,
2020).

2
2.1

3

MEDIQA 2021 Task Descriptions

3.1

Consumer Health Question
Summarization (QS)

Data Description
QS Datasets

The MeQSum dataset of consumer health questions and their summaries (Ben Abacha and
Demner-Fushman, 2019b) was suggested as a
training dataset. It consists of 1,000 consumer
health questions and their associated summaries.
Participants were encouraged to use available external resources including, but not limited to, medical QA datasets and question focus and type
recognition datasets. For instance, the Consumer
Health Questions dataset (Kilicoglu et al., 2018)
contains annotations of medical entities, focus,
and type of the MeQSum questions and additional
NLM questions6 .
The new QS validation and test sets7 cover a
wide range of topics and question types such as
Treatment, Information, Side effects, Cause, Effect, Person-Organization, Diet-Lifestyle, Complications, Contraindications, Diagnosis, Usage, Interaction, Ingredients, Prognosis, Susceptibility,
Transmission, and Toxicity. They consist of manually de-identified consumer health questions received by the U.S. National Library of Medicine
and gold summaries created by medical experts.
The validation set includes 50 NLM questions and

Consumer health questions tend to contain peripheral information that hinders automatic Question Answering (QA). Empirical studies based on
manual expert summarization of these questions
showed a substantial improvement of 58% in QA
performance (Ben Abacha and Demner-Fushman,
2019a). Effective automatic summarization methods for consumer health questions could therefore
play a key role in enhancing medical question answering. The goal of this task is to promote the development of new summarization approaches that
address specifically the challenges of long and potentially complex consumer health questions. Relevant approaches should be able to generate a condensed question expressing the minimum information required to find correct answers to the original question (Ben Abacha and Demner-Fushman,
2019b).
2.2

Radiology Report Summarization (RRS)

Multi-Answer Summarization (MAS)

Different answers can bring complementary perspectives that are likely to benefit the users of QA
systems. The goal of this task is to promote the
development of multi-answer summarization approaches that could solve simultaneously the aggregation and summarization problems posed by

6
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Original NLM question: I have dementia like symptoms and wanted to know where is the best source to
be tested for diagnosis? I have been prescribed Anticholinergic medicine since 2008...since I have been
diagnosed with, Celiac disease and Obstructive Sleep
Apnea. I think I have Frontal Temporal lobe atrophy.
I’m going to try to get tested...any references on which
process is easiest would be much appreciated. I can’t
take my Nasalcrom allergy spay any more nor, valium
or prozac, benadryl and glutamate additives in meats
because it sends me straight into cognitive emergency
state and irrational thinking
Question summary used in answer retrieval:
What tests are used to diagnose dementia?
CHiQA’s Answer #1: Dementia is not a specific disease. It is a descriptive term for a collection of symptoms that can be caused by a number of disorders that
affect the brain. People with dementia have significantly impaired intellectual functioning that interferes
with normal activities and relationships. They also lose
their ability to solve problems and maintain emotional
control, and they may experience personality changes
and behavioral problems, such as agitation, delusions,
and hallucinations (...).
CHiQA’s Answer #2: To diagnose dementia, doctors
first assess whether a person has an underlying treatable condition such as depression, abnormal thyroid
function, normal pressure hydrocephalus, or vitamin
B12 deficiency. Early diagnosis is important, as some
causes for symptoms can be treated. In many cases, the
specific type of dementia a person has may not be confirmed until after the person has died and the brain is
examined.A medical assessment for dementia generally
includes:- Patient history (...) - Physical exam (...) Neurological tests (...).
Reference Extractive Summary: Dementia is not a
specific disease. It is a descriptive term for a collection
of symptoms that can be caused by a number of disorders that affect the brain. Doctors diagnose dementia
only if two or more brain functions - such as memory
and language skills – are significantly impaired without
loss of consciousness. To diagnose dementia, doctors
first assess whether a person has an underlying treatable condition such as depression, abnormal thyroid
function, normal pressure hydrocephalus, or vitamin
B12 deficiency. Early diagnosis is important, as some
causes for symptoms can be treated. In many cases, the
specific type of dementia a person has may not be confirmed until after the person has died and the brain is
examined.A medical assessment for dementia generally
includes:- Patient history (...) - Physical exam (...) Neurological tests (...).
Reference Abstractive Summary: Dementia could be
caused by many different diseases of the brain. it is diagnosed if at least two brain functions are effected, for
example, if people experience memory loss and changes
in behavior and personality. Diagnostic tests for dementia include family history, physical examination,
and neurological tests to asses balance, sensory functions, reflexes, vision, eye movements, and cognitive
functions. In many cases, the type of dementia is confirmed after the person dies.

Example 1 (QID: 139)
NLM Question: did anyone have this and does it require surgery? my mri says forminal stenosis from bone
spurs c4,5,6. my nerve test shows severe nerve compression c7,8. i’m in so much pain, mostly my arm and
shoulder and leg. waiting to see the pain specialist to
see what’s next. would love to know what you guys think
is required.
Question Summary: How can I get rid of pain caused
by foraminal stenosis and nerve compression?
Example 2 (QID: 111)
NLM Question:
covid-19 how long to quarantine after being positive
how long are you contagious if i tested positive for
covid-19. how long before i can safely return to work
after a positive covid 19 test
Question Summary: How long will I remain contagious after testing positive for COVID-19?

Table 1: Test set examples for the QS task.

their summaries with additional annotations of the
question focus and type. The test set contains 80
consumer health questions. Table 1 presents two
examples from the QS test set.
3.2

MAS Datasets

The MEDIQA-AnS dataset (Savery et al., 2020)
was suggested as a training set for the MAS task.
Participants were allowed to use available external resources (e.g. existing medical QA datasets)
as well as data creation, selection, and augmentation methods. To create the MAS validation and
test sets8 , we used 130 consumer health questions
received by NLM. In order to retrieve more accurate answers, we created question summaries
that we used to query the medical QA system
CHiQA that searches for answers from only trustworthy medical information sources (Ben Abacha
and Demner-Fushman, 2019c; Demner-Fushman
et al., 2020).
The answer summaries were manually created
by medical experts. We provided both extractive
and abstractive gold summaries, and encouraged
the use of all types of summarization approaches
(extractive, abstractive, and hybrid). The MAS
validation set contains 192 answers to 50 medical questions. The test set contains 303 answers to
80 medical questions. Each question has at least
two answers, one extractive multi-answer summary, and one abstractive multi-answer summary.
Table 2 presents an example from the test set.

Table 2: Test set example for the MAS task (QID:105).

8
https://github.com/abachaa/
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3.3

RRS Datasets

ized similarity and a lexical ROUGE component
through a multi-dimensional Gaussian function
(Mrabet and Demner-Fushman, 2020). HOLMS
was evaluated on multiple DUC and TAC datasets,
and three correlation factors (Pearson’s, Spearman’s, and Kendall’s), and was shown to benefit from the complementary strengths of lexical and language model-based similarity measurements for evaluating summarization systems.
In this shared task, we chose ROUGE-2 as our
official ranking metric following its superiority
observed by Owczarzak et al. (2012) on multiple TAC summarization datasets, and by Bhandari
et al. (2020c) on the CNN-DM dataset.
We chose two additional metrics for the three
tasks: (1) BERTScore for its wider adoption as a
language model-based text generation metric, and
(2) HOLMS for its hybrid and ensemble-oriented
approach. For the RRS task we also considered
an additional evaluation metric based on the hamming similarity on the labels produced by the
CheXbert labeler (Smit et al., 2020) when applied
to both the system and reference summaries, similar to the approach by Zhang et al. (2020b).

We focus on the summarization of chest radiography reports for the RRS task, since chest radiography represents the most common study type in
radiology, and public resources for chest studies
are easily accessible. For training, we sampled
a collection of 91,544 reports from the MIMICCXR chest X-ray report dataset9 based on simple
criteria such as the acceptable length of each section. For validation, we combined another 2,000
reports from the MIMIC-CXR dataset and 2,000
reports from the Indiana University chest X-ray
dataset10 (Demner-Fushman et al., 2016). We sampled the reports such that there is no overlapping
patients in the validation and training sets.
For the official test set, we used a combination
of 300 reports from the Indiana dataset and 300
newly released chest X-ray reports drawn from the
Stanford Health Care system. We intentionally designed the test set to be partially from a hospital system different from the training set (out-ofdomain) to test the generalizability of the participating systems.

4

Evaluation

4.1

4.2

Evaluation Measures

Baseline Systems

Our baseline system for the QS task relied on a
distilled PEGASUS model (Zhang et al., 2020a)
trained on the CNN-DM dataset and fine-tuned on
a combination of biomedical answer-to-question
data and question summarization data from MeQSum, LiveQA-Med data (Ben Abacha et al.,
2017), a collection of clinical questions (Ely et al.,
2000), and Quora question pairs dataset (Iyer
et al., 2017). For the Quora and clinical questions
datasets, we extracted only the question pairs with
a minimum token reduction ratio of 33%.
Our extractive baseline for the MAS task relied
on sentence clustering and selection. We used our
fine-tuned question summarization model to generate a short question from each sentence, and then
clustered the sentences using a word-based cosine
distance between the generated questions and a
distance threshold set to 0.7. Intersecting clusters
were merged. For each cluster, we selected the
sentence that was the best cumulative TF-IDF answer to all other sentences as a representative.
For the RRS task, we prepared three baselines:
a base pointer-generator model without modeling
the background section of a radiology report, a full
pointer-generator model with background model-

Several new metrics for evaluating text generation systems were studied in recent years (Mao
et al., 2020; Bhandari et al., 2020a,b; Zhang et al.,
2019; Sellam et al., 2020), with a focus on evaluating text generation based on deep and contextualized representations. To understand these metrics in the context of summarization, Fabbri et al.
(2020) have compared 34 traditional and recent
model-based metrics on a manually annotated subset from the CNN-DM dataset. Although the study
relied only on one correlation factor (Kendall’s
Tau) and one dataset, it highlighted the (continued) general relevance of ROUGE variants (Lin,
2004) and the challenge of designing or determining the best measure to use. Specifically, the study
found that a different measure obtained the best
score in each of the four considered evaluation
dimensions: coherence, consistency, fluency, and
relevance, with substantial discrepancies in rankings.
In parallel, HOLMS was recently proposed as
an ensemble measure combining both contextual9

https://physionet.org/content/
mimic-cxr/2.0.0/
10
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of PEGASUS, T5, and BART models according to
hand-picked features based on the contents of the
input question and lengths of the outputs. Spell
checking was also a performance boost factor in
the question summarization task with some teams
using a knowledge base to correct misspelling errors in the original long questions (He et al., 2021),
and others relying on third party tools such as
CSpell (Yadav et al., 2021; Lu et al., 2019). The
datasets used for transfer learning or fine-tuning
also played a major role in the achieved performance as demonstrated, for instance, by the combination of datasets from HealthCareMagic, question entailment recognition and question summarization in (Mrini et al., 2021). Moving forward,
we think that the overview of the question summarization task revealed two key challenges that
need to be addressed to enhance the relevance and
performance of existing systems:

ing (Zhang et al., 2018), and a zero-shot T5-base
summarization model (Raffel et al., 2020).

5

Official Results

We published three AIcrowd projects (one for each
task) to release the datasets and manage team registration, submission, and leaderboard ranking11 .
5.1

Participating Teams

In total, 35 teams participated in the MEDIQA
shared tasks and submitted 310 individual runs
(with a limit of ten runs per team per task). Table 3 presents the participating teams with accepted working notes papers. The results of all
35 teams are available on AIcrowd and on the
MEDIQA 2021 website.
5.2

Summarization Approaches & Results

A vast majority of the approaches submitted to
the QS and RRS tasks were abstractive and relied
on fine-tuning of pre-trained generative language
models and encoders-decoders architectures. For
the MAS task, most submitted approaches were
extractive and used a wide spectrum of sentence
selection techniques.
Question Summarization. Table 4 presents the
official results of the teams with accepted working
notes papers from the 22 teams that participated in
the QS task.
All approaches submitted to the question summarization task were abstractive methods relying
on the fine-tuning of pretrained transformer models (Vaswani et al., 2017). A wide variety of fine
tuning, knowledge-based, and ensemble methods
was investigated by the participating teams to
achieve higher performance (Mrini et al., 2021; Xu
et al., 2021; Zhu et al., 2021; Sänger et al., 2021;
Lee et al., 2021b; Balumuri et al., 2021; Yadav
et al., 2021; He et al., 2021; Lee et al., 2021a).
A first interesting insight from the overview is
that building ensemble models with deep neural
networks such as discriminators is not a trivial
task, and achieves results that stay on par with
the best single model (Sänger et al., 2021). In
contrast, heuristic, downstream ensembles of the
models outputs led to substantial improvements
when compared to its components/single models
(He et al., 2021). The best performing approach
relied on such an ensemble by ranking the outputs

1. a relevant learning-based ensemble method
that could rely either on the textual outputs
or the logits of single models.
2. a more systemic way to select the most relevant datasets for both pretraining and fine
tuning.
Multi-Answer Summarization. Both extractive
and abstractive approaches were used by the 17
teams that submitted runs to MAS task (Zhu et al.,
2021; Can et al., 2021; Xu et al., 2021; Mrini et al.,
2021; Yadav et al., 2021; Le et al., 2021; Lee et al.,
2021a). Table 5 and Table 6 present official results
of the teams with extractive and abstractive systems when evaluated, respectively, on extractive
gold summaries and abstractive gold summaries.
The best MAS run (Zhu et al., 2021) relied on
an ensemble method and a recent multi-document
summarization approach (Xu and Lapata, 2020)
using a Roberta model to rank locally the candidate sentences and a Markov chain to evaluate
them globally. A similar approach was also used
by the ChicHealth team (Xu et al., 2021) without a downstream ensemble method. Participating teams used transfer learning (e.g. (Mrini et al.,
2021)) as well as answer sentence selection methods. Sentence selection was used in building extractive summaries (e.g. (Can et al., 2021)) and as
an intermediate step in abstractive summarization
to provide more concise inputs to generative models (e.g. (Le et al., 2021)). Different models, such

11
www.aicrowd.com/challenges/
mediqa-2021
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Team
BDKG (Dai et al., 2021)
ChicHealth (Xu et al., 2021)
damo nlp (He et al., 2021)
IBMResearch (Mahajan et al., 2021)
MNLP (Lee et al., 2021a)
NCUEE-NLP (Lee et al., 2021b)
NLM (Yadav et al., 2021)
optumize (Kondadadi et al., 2021)
paht nlp (Zhu et al., 2021)
QIAI (Delbrouck et al., 2021)
SB NITK (Balumuri et al., 2021)
UCSD-Adobe (Mrini et al., 2021)
UETfishes (Le et al., 2021)
UETrice (Can et al., 2021)
WBI (Sänger et al., 2021)

Institution
Baidu, Inc
Chic Health
Alibaba Group
IBM Research
George Mason University
National Central University
U.S. National Library of Medicine
Optum
ECNU & Pingan Health Tech
Stanford University
National Institute of Technology Karnataka
UC San Diego & Adobe Research
VNU University of Engineering and Technology
VNU University of Engineering and Technology
Humboldt University of Berlin

QS

MAS
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

RRS
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

Table 3: Participating teams with accepted working notes papers at BioNLP-MEDIQA 2021

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
–
8
9
10

Team
damo nlp
WBI
NCUEE-NLP
NLM
UCSD-Adobe
ChicHealth
SB NITK
QS Baseline
MNLP
paht nlp
QIAI

ROUGE-2
0.1608
0.1599
0.1597
0.1514
0.1414
0.1398
0.1393
0.1373
0.1114
0.0935
0.0385

ROUGE-1
0.3514
0.3340
0.3352
0.3556
0.3463
0.3403
0.3331
0.3203
0.2840
0.2486
0.1514

ROUGE-L
0.3131
0.3149
0.3090
0.3110
0.3065
0.2962
0.3077
0.2962
0.2587
0.2331
0.1356

HOLMS
0.5677
0.5767
0.5787
0.5649
0.5586
0.5551
0.5663
0.5672
0.5455
0.5428
0.4898

BERTScore
0.6898
0.6996
0.6960
0.6892
0.6942
0.6810
0.7025
0.6277
0.6732
0.6591
0.5101

Table 4: Official results of the MEDIQA-QS task.

Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Team
paht nlp
UETrice
ChicHealth
UCSD-Adobe
NLM

ROUGE-2
0.5076
0.5040
0.4893
0.4720
0.4677

ROUGE-1
0.5848
0.6110
0.5776
0.6073
0.5470

ROUGE-L
0.4354
0.4412
0.4261
0.4289
0.3276

HOLMS
0.7047
0.7383
0.7033
0.7612
0.6575

BERTScore
0.8038
0.7958
0.7916
0.7753
0.7645

Table 5: Official results of the MEDIQA-MAS task (1): Extractive Approaches.

Team
paht nlp
UETfishes
UCSD-Adobe
MNLP

Rank
1
(1)
2
(3)
3
(2)
4
(4)

ROUGE-2
0.5076
0.1621
0.4698
0.1495
0.4595
0.1604
0.2594
0.1167

ROUGE-1
0.5848
0.3215
0.5720
0.3124
0.5921
0.3843
0.4220
0.3490

ROUGE-L
0.4354
0.1910
0.4001
0.1885
0.4170
0.2117
0.2954
0.2047

HOLMS
0.7047
0.4220
0.6970
0.4213
0.7502
0.4937
0.6568
0.5269

BERTScore
0.8038
0.6528
0.7821
0.6466
0.7689
0.6326
0.6479
0.5763

Table 6: Official results of the MEDIQA-MAS task (2): Abstractive Approaches. Ranks in bold and in parenthesis correspond to evaluation on extractive gold summaries and on abstractive gold summaries, respectively.
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Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
–
–
7
–

Team
BDKG
IBMResearch
optumize
QIAI
ChicHealth
damo nlp
baseline (PG-full)
baseline (PG-base)
paht nlp
baseline (T5)

R-2
0.4362
0.4082
0.3918
0.3778
0.3236
0.2763
0.2734
0.2639
0.1987
0.0945

R-1
0.5572
0.5328
0.5185
0.4954
0.4606
0.4329
0.4182
0.4026
0.3400
0.2108

R-L
0.5365
0.5134
0.4957
0.4793
0.4410
0.4115
0.4041
0.3885
0.3053
0.1831

HOLMS
0.7402
0.7185
0.7087
0.7132
0.6822
0.6604
0.6647
0.6553
0.5915
0.4432

BERTScore
0.7184
0.7115
0.6975
0.5328
0.6768
0.6576
0.6194
0.6103
0.5985
0.4921

CheXbert
0.6927
0.6774
0.6773
0.5565
0.6261
0.6343
0.6014
0.5537
0.6705
0.5245

Table 7: Official results of the MEDIQA-RRS task on the full test set.

Rank

Team

1
2
3
4
5
6
–
–
7
–

BDKG
ChicHealth
damo nlp
optumize
QIAI
paht nlp
baseline (PG-full)
baseline (PG-base)
IBMResearch
baseline (T5)

ROUGE-2
Stanford
Indiana
0.2768
0.5955
0.2690
0.3781
0.2687
0.2839
0.2654
0.5182
0.2516
0.5039
0.2491
0.1483
0.2414
0.3054
0.2408
0.2870
0.2283
0.5880
0.1280
0.0610

CheXbert
Stanford
Indiana
0.6547
0.7052
0.6291
0.5873
0.6645
0.5517
0.6474
0.6592
0.5508
0.4970
0.6834
0.6148
0.6216
0.5466
0.5892
0.4754
0.6472
0.6937
0.5067
0.5609

Table 8: Official results of the MEDIQA-RRS task on the Stanford and Indiana test splits.

Zhu et al. (2021) reported that using PEGASUS
models pretrained on the PubMed corpus yielded
worse results than using the general PEGASUS
models, potentially due to the domain difference
of the RRS task with the PubMed text.
In addition to the use of pretrained models,
the highest-ranked systems from Dai et al. (2021)
made effective use of a dedicated domain adaptation module, an ensemble module, and text normalization heuristics. Zhu et al. (2021) reported
that freezing the embedding layer in the pretrained models helps the model generalize at test
time. Kondadadi et al. (2021) reported that adding
the background section as input improves performance at validation time, but not test time, suggesting that the model performance is sensitive to
the different text styles of the background sections
from different splits. Mahajan et al. (2021) focused their study on the factual consistency of generated summaries, and proposed a specialized factaware re-ranking approach based on the predicted
disease values from the findings section with a
transformer model. As a result, their submissions

as BART and T5, and datasets (e.g. MEDIQAAnS, MSMARCO, MEDIQA-2019) have been
used for single and multiple answer summarization (Yadav et al., 2021; Mrini et al., 2021; Zhu
et al., 2021; Can et al., 2021).
Radiology Report Summarization. 14 teams
participated in the RRS task. Table 7 presents the
official results of the teams (with accepted papers)
on the full test set, and Table 8 presents the results
on the Stanford and Indiana subsets of the test set.
Similar to the previous tasks, participating
teams for the RRS task have extensively used pretrained transformer models: out of the 7 teams that
submitted papers describing their systems, 6 reported the use of pretrained language models such
as BART or PEGASUS in their submissions (Xu
et al., 2021; Zhu et al., 2021; Kondadadi et al.,
2021; Dai et al., 2021; Mahajan et al., 2021; He
et al., 2021). Among them, Xu et al. (2021); Zhu
et al. (2021); Dai et al. (2021) reported that best
results were achieved with pretrained PEGASUS
models, while Kondadadi et al. (2021) reported
better results from BART. Xu et al. (2021) and
80

achieved competitive rankings under the CheXbert
metric. Lastly, Delbrouck et al. (2021) studied the
use of image features for the RSS task: they retrieved and linked images for each study to the report at training and validation time, and combined
a visual encoder with a text encoder for the summarization task. They found that at validation time
the multi-modal setting is beneficial to the summarization of MIMIC reports, but not to the Indiana
reports, potentially due to the distribution shift in
the images.

from a Pearson coefficient range between 0.663
and 0.958 to a range between 0.193 and 0.372. As
all submitted QS runs were described as abstractive or hybrid approaches, this discrepancy might
be due to a stronger disagreement on summary assessment due to semantically-close but lexically
distant summaries. It is also likely that the lexical distance between paraphrases was more pronounced due to the lengths of the question summaries, which are shorter than the summaries in
the MAS task.

6

7

Correlations among the Evaluation
Measures

Conclusion

We presented an overview of the MEDIQA 2021
shared tasks on summarization in the medical domain. We presented the results for the three
tasks on Question Summarization, Multi-Answer
Summarization and Radiology Reports Summarization, and discussed the impact of summarization approaches and automatic evaluation methods. We find that pre-trained transformer models, fine-tuning on the carefully selected domainspecific text and ensemble methods worked well
for all three summarization tasks. The results encourage future research to include in-depth exploration of ensemble methods, systematic approaches to selection of datasets for pre-training
and fine-tuning, as well as a thorough assessment
of the quality and relevance of different evaluation
measures for summarization. We hope that the
MEDIQA 2021 shared tasks will encourage further research efforts in medical text summarization
and evaluation.

In this section, we discuss correlations between
the different evaluation metrics that we used in
the challenge. Table 9 shows Pearson correlations between the F1 scores of the three lexical
measures (ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L)
and the two language model-based and ensemblebased measures (i.e., HOLMS and BERTScore).
Over all three tasks the HOLMS metric had a
better Pearson correlation with ROUGE, ranging
from 0.734 to 0.755, while also maintaining a high
correlation of 0.736 with BERTScore. This observation supports the findings from the experiments
in (Mrabet and Demner-Fushman, 2020), which
suggested that lexical measures such as ROUGE
and language model-based measures bring different and complementary perspectives to summaryevaluation.
Table 10 shows Pearson correlations for the
RRS task. HOLMS is substantially closer than
CheXbert and BERTScore in its correlation with
ROUGE for the RRS task, while maintaining high
correlation of respectively 0.645 and 0.702 with
CheXbert and BERTScore.
In contrast, BERTScore is substantially closer
than HOLMS in its correlation with the ROUGE
metrics for both the MAS task (cf. table 11) and
the QS task (see Table 12). Two factors that could
explain these correlations are (i) the predominance
of extractive runs in the MAS task and (ii) the sequential n-gram-based modeling in HOLMS that
takes into account the order of the n-grams, while
BERTScore relies on a cosine distance between
two given sets of token embeddings.
Both language model-based measures had positive correlations with ROUGE for the QS task,
but the level of correlation was substantially lower
when compared to the MAS and RRS tasks, going
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